
This is only a guide and may not be for exact model. See Owner’s manual and/or 
local mechanic for exact instructions for the particular model.

CABIN AIR FILTER – INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Part No.: PC5599X      Est. Installation Time: less than 30 min.

Jeep Grand Cheerokee   OEM No. 5013 595 AA

 
The cabin air filter is located under the cowl cover panel,
on the passenger side.

If the vehicle has not previously been equipped with a cabin air 
filter, an air filter housing kit (Fig. 1, 
Mopar No. 82208300) must be used to 
install a new filter. The existing factory-
installed air inlet cover  (Fig 2) must be 
removed and discarded 

1. Open the hood. Grasp the rubber cowl weatherstrip on the 
passenger side and pull it outward to about halfway across the 
firewall.

2. Remove the 3 plastic fasteners that hold the cowl grill cover in
place. 

3. You can get these "started" by gently lifting up on the cowl 
cover, starting from the end. This will pop the fasteners up 
enough so that they can be grabbed by hand and  removed.

4. The cowl cover can now be lifted up enough to reach in and 
remove the factory-installed air inlet cover (if equipped) from 
the firewall. There are plastic tabs that hold the cover in place 
(see  ). Pull out the thin side first which has the single clip. 
You then rock the cover back and forth to free up the center 
"rosebud" fasteners. Or, per the factory instructions you can 
cut out the plastic tabs that hold the rosebuds in place. Remove 
the cover and discard, it will not be reinstalled. Remove any dirt 
or debri inside the filter area at this time. I

5. Insert the new plastic filter housing into the inlet opening and 
fasten it in place. Install the filter into the housing, inserting it 
carefully so that it does not bend too much. See 

6. Identifying Cabin Air Filter Housing & Filter Location Install 
the filter cover over the filter. You may be required to 
bend/squeeze the top plastic locking tabs together a little in 
order for it to stay in place more firmly. Replace the plastic cowl
fasteners and make sure they are firmly seated. Re-install the 
rubber weatherstrip seal.
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